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COSTUME RENTAL AGREEMENT

The DanceWEAR Shoppe proudly provides costumes from

BENEFIS COSTUME COMPANY in Moldova and headpieces by

L’ATELIER TIARA in Sarasota, FL.

IN STATE RENTALS: For all rentals in the state of Florida, The DanceWEAR Shoppe

will charge Florida sales tax, currently 7% on all rental fees.

TERMS OF PAYMENT: Upon the signing of the “Costume Rental Agreement”, the

Customer agrees to pay all rental fees and deposits immediately. We accept Visa,

MasterCard, American Express, and Discover. We do not accept checks, money orders,

or cash for costume rentals.

REFUNDABLE DAMAGE DEPOSIT: A refundable security deposit is determined

by The DanceWEAR Shoppe and specified in the “Costume Rental Agreement” is

required for all rentals prior to shipping/pickup. Deposit refunds are processed within a

week after the rental(s) are returned and inspected by The DanceWEAR Shoppe. We will

require a credit card to keep on file for any late fees or extra days.

RENTAL FEES: All rentals are rented on a per-piece basis. We rent on a one week

basis. After one week, rentals are $25 for each additional day rented.

Cleaning fees are included in rental prices.

Classical Tutus: $250

Romantic Tutus: $225

Tunics: $150

Headpieces: Fees may vary
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CARE OF GARMENTS: The Customer agrees that all costumes shall be used for the

purpose and in the manner for which they are intended. Only the Performer who will

perform in each specific costume is allowed to wear the costume. The costume(s) are not

to be used for any other purpose than originally intended.

During the term of the “Costume Rental Agreement”, the Customer agrees to use their

best effort to care for and protect the costume(s), and ensure they remain clean and

sanitary. The Costume(s) must remain only in the care of the Customer.

The Customer agrees to carefully store the costume(s) in the following manner:

Classical Tutus must be hung upside-down, or they can be laid flat on a clean surface

away from pets and young children.

Romantic Tutus/Tunics/Dresses: must be hung up and kept away from pets and young

children.

Headpieces and Accessories: Must be kept clean and stored to avoid any damage.

The Customer further agrees that the Performer will adhere to the following conditions

while wearing the costume(s).

The Performer must powder their makeup before wearing the costume(s). If the

Performer is to be partnered, their partner must also be powdered.

The Performer must wear appropriate under-garments (underwear, trunks) to protect

the costume(s) against excessive sweat or other stains. Female performers who may be

menstruating must also wear, and regularly change their sanitary products (pads,

tampons, etc.) and take additional precautions to prevent stains or damage.

No smoking (cigarettes, cigars, e-cigarettes, etc.) while wearing the costume(s).

No sitting on the floor while wearing the costume(s).

No eating or drinking anything while wearing the costume(s).

No chewing gum while wearing the costume(s).

No using crayons, markers, dyes of any kind, or any material that colors fabric or paper

while wearing the costume(s).

Only the Performer who will perform in the costume(s) will wear the costume(s).



CLEANING OF COSTUMES: The Customer is DENIED permission to clean,

dry-clean, spot clean, use any stain remover, wash or dry any costume item. However,

we recognize that in certain circumstances rapid attention may remove or alleviate some

stains (i.e. blood). Blood stains should be immediately rinsed out with cold water only,

and you should contact us for further instructions before attempting any other cleaning.

This does not release the Customer from responsibility from the DAMAGE assessment

or any fees.

ALTERATIONS: The Customer agrees that the costume(s) are rented as-is.

The Customer and Performer are not allowed to use any tape, iron-on bonding web,

glues, sticker name tags, staples, paper-clips, safety pins, or any adhesive.

No part of any costume may be cut, dyed, painted, glued, sewed or in any other way

altered.

No decorations may be added to any costume unless performed by a member of The

DanceWEAR Shoppe.

If any alterations are performed by the Customer or Performer and cause damage, The

DanceWEAR Shoppe will take any fees necessary from the Damage Deposit.

SHIPPING OF COSTUMES: The customer is responsible for all shipping charges

from The DanceWEAR Shoppe to the Customer. The DanceWEAR Shoppe is

responsible for delivery of the costume(s) to the Customer by the rental begin-date as

specified by the “Costume Rental Agreement”. The Customer is responsible for

providing accurate delivery information. We ship all rentals via USPS Priority Mail

Express (1-2 day shipping time). All rentals are shipped with Adult Signature Required.

The Customer must be present to sign-for and accept receipt of the rental.

RECEIVING OF COSTUMES: Upon receipt of shipment, the Customer should

unpack and inspect all items. The Customer must inform The DanceWEAR Shoppe

immediately of any shipping damage or packing discrepancies. Any damage or

discrepancy not reported to The DanceWEAR Shoppe immediately upon receipt is

presumed to be the responsibility of the Customer. When unpacking the Customer

should take note of how items are packed, and plan to pack them for return the same

way to prevent damage. The Customer should retain and reuse all packaging and

packing materials for return, unless damaged, in which case suitably similar materials

must be obtained and utilized for returns.



RETURN SHIPPING OF COSTUMES: The Customer is solely responsible for the

return of all items to The DanceWEAR Shoppe, and for all related expenses. For local

costume returns, the costume(s) are to be returned to The DanceWEAR Shoppe

premises during store hours no later than the return-by date as specified on the

“Costume Rental Agreement''. If the rental(s) was/were shipped, the rental(s) must be

shipped with the prepaid express return label no later than the ship-by date on the

“Costume Rental Agreement''. If the rental has not been shipped by the ship-by date, the

Customer will be charged $25 per day not shipped.

Extreme care must be taken when packing costumes for return shipment. Damage can

occur as a result of improper packing.

All costumes remain the Customer’s responsibility until we receive them at our premises

in Sarasota, FL.

OWNERSHIP: All costume(s) remain the solely-owned property of The Dance Wear

Shoppe LLC, regardless of possession.

AUTHORITY AND SERVICE: The Customer recognizes and acknowledges that The

DanceWEAR Shoppe shall have complete authority to determine the purpose for which

any and all rented costume items may be used. The DanceWEAR Shoppe reserves the

right to refuse to rent any costume item, or to limit the number of costume(s) rented, to

any organization or individual for any reason whatsoever.



Name of Customer: _____________________________________

Name of Performer:_____________________________________

Phone Number:________________________________________

Email Address:_________________________________________

Ship-to Address

(if applicable):___________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Event:_______________________________________________

Item(s) to be rented:____________________________________

Ship from The DanceWEAR Shoppe date: _____________________

Must be received/shipped to The DanceWEAR Shoppe date:________

Rental Dates:__________________________________________

Rental Fee:___________________________________________

Florida Sales Tax (if applicable):____________________________

Damage/Loss Deposit:___________________________________

A deposit of ______ will be charged on the credit card and will be returned

less any damage fee or late return fee.

The Customer authorizes The DanceWEAR Shoppe to charge the security

deposit, all rental fees, and taxes upon signature of the “Costume Rental

Agreement”.



The Customer’s Credit Card Information:

Name on Card:__________________________________________

Card Number:___________________________________________

Expiration Date:_____________________CCV:_________________

Billing Address:__________________________________________

______________________________________________________

The Customer acknowledges that they have read, understand, and agrees to the terms

outlined in the “Costume Rental Agreement”. Rental is only complete with the return of

signed contract and credit card information. Once received, we will sign and send out a

copy. Costumes are not held for your dates without payment and signed contract.

Customer Name (Printed)_________________________________________

Customer Name (Signature)________________________________________

The DanceWEAR Shoppe

Representative (Printed):__________________________________________

The DanceWEAR Shoppe

Representative (Signature):_________________________________________

The DanceWEAR Shoppe

315 Interstate Blvd. Sarasota, FL 34240

United States


